Coaching Log for Reflective Consultation Conference
Sample for Video Segment: Coaching the Coach: Helping a Team Implement EBP to Fidelity
Inviting Partner: Ellen

Coach Consultant: Linda

School/Program: Red Barn Early Childhood Program
Aspect of EBP addressed (e.g., selection, implementation, data collection, evaluation):
Implementation of Peer Mediated Instruction and Intervention (PMII) with fidelity.
Reflective Consultation Conference
Date: March 14, 2010Time: 3:00 p.m. Length: 10 minutes
Topic or Concern: The team was enthusiastic about their work to
implement PMII. When Ellen showed the team the Implementation
checklist, they saw they were missing the first steps related to direct
instruction to the peer cohort. The team was discouraged by this
discovery.

Check one
_x_ New Topic
__ Revisited Topic
If revisited, actions from
previous conference:

Supporting Information (including examples of what has occurred):
Team members were disgruntled when they realized that they were missing parts of the
practice. Ellen brought out the check list based on their enthusiasm, but put it away and
started talking about what was going well with peer interventions. She brought the
situation back to where the team was being successful. She wonders how to support
enthusiasm and return to implementation steps. Ellen wants to support the team to
implement practices with fidelity, especially in the future when TA may not be available.

Alternatives Discussed:



Identify a different target skill. Now working on requesting.
Try something harder to help team practice during the next opportunity; not change
what is already going well.
Propose using PMII for play skills, beginning with direct instruction for peers.
Come help support the teachers with the scripting process and model/coach the
direct instruction aspect of PMII.




Notes: At the next
meeting, check with Ellen
about how it went to
suggest play skills vs.
asking the team to come
up with another skill idea.

Action Steps for Inviting Partner:



Send an e-mail with the idea of a new target skill, such as play skills and ask to set up a time during the next visit on
Monday to discuss a new target skill.
At the meeting;
 Ask the team if they want to try a PMII with play skills, and brainstorm with the team about this or other ideas.
 Offer to model/demo a direct instruction or support them in learning to use direct peer instruction to begin the
implementation of PMII.

Supports Needed from Coach between Conference Sessions:
Meet again in one month to learn more about the status of work with the team.

Next Meeting Date: April 14, 2010 Time: 3:00

